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Vision for the future of Box Hill
MeBUG offers the following comments on the published Vision for Box Hill, in relation to cycling
aspects.
We welcome the recognition of the need for cycling facilities in the published documents and
specifically, the Review of the Box Hill MAC, part 3.6.3. We note and agree with the following
observation regarding the current Whitehorse Cycling Strategy (2.3.5) ‘The Cycling Strategy
includes some mention of riding a bicycle for transport but does not provide detailed
recommendations related to accessing Box Hill by bicycle and the improvements required.’
While Whitehorse Council in the past has constructed some commendable cycling projects, most
recently along the Melbourne Water Pipe Reserve, in general, it has failed to prioritise cycling
infrastructure appropriately and has been a habitual poor performer by comparison with
comparable municipalities. This review should be instrumental in bringing about a much more
supportive view of cycling infrastructure investment by Whitehorse Council.
Cycling issues within the Box Hill MAC precinct
In discussing transport, the Review focusses on Box Hill as a destination and seeks to encourage
transport planning with this as a priority, compared to through journeys. Such a prioritisation should
not be applied to cycling infrastructure. Cycling facilities should be planned to cater equally for trips
to and from Box Hill as well as those passing through. The destination focus is well covered in the
Review, but the through transit requirements are overlooked. There are two transit issues that must
be considered:
Connectivity to the proposed Hawthorn to Box Hill path
A coalition of cycling advocates, specifically MeBUG and Boroondara BUG have been actively
promoting the concept of a link from Hawthorn to Box Hill, to leverage the planned rail grade
separations at Mont Albert and Surrey Hills. A detailed submission by MeBUG is available at
https://mebugorgau.files.wordpress.com/2019/02/ert-final-with-map-february-2019.pdf.
These aspirations have been put to the state government which recently provided a sum of
$370,000 to carry out initial planning. This recognition by the government is warmly welcomed by
the cycling community.
The Box Hill to Ringwood path, now almost complete, provides, as the Review notes, a bicycle
‘super highway’ allowing convenient and safe access to Box Hill by bicycle. However, for any
cyclist seeking to travel beyond, Box Hill Central acts as a near impassable road block. It is
imperative that any new structure plan for Box Hill provide for the efficient linking of the Box Hill to
Ringwood path with the Hawthorn to Box Hill path when built and with the Easy Rides NS2 route.
This will require imaginative use of existing pedestrian and vehicular thoroughfares to incorporate
safe cycling lanes.
Easy Rides NS2 Route
The published route for Easy Ride NS2 shows an ill defined passage through Box Hill central,
connecting Bruce and Thurston Streets. The new structure plan needs to provide for this

connection to be implemented efficiently and safely. It should obviously also connect with the EastWest Hawthorn - Box Hill - Ringwood path.
A suggested concept is illustrated in the following diagram.

The treatments on Station Street and Carrington/Cambridge
Streets should be optimised for cyclist safety such as shown
here.

Additional pedestrian/cycling crossing of the rail line
It appears from the brief for this Review (part 2.5.1) that many key considerations are outside the
scope of this study. However, it is felt appropriate to flag a major need that should be addressed,
regarding active transport, is the need for a new pedestrian/cycling overpass of the rail line.
This is required because:
(a) The lack of an efficient and safe path for East Ride route NS2 through Box Hill.

(b) The need for the connection of the Box Hill - Ringwood path with the proposed Hawthorn to
Box Hill path. The former is on the North side of the line while the latter will almost certainly, be
on the South side.
Just where this crossing should be, is not addressed here as there is little understanding of what
major changes to the built form of Box Hill Central are likely or who will drive them. That said, a
holistic view of active transport needs would most likely provide a superior solution that that
outlined in this submission.
We urge Council to incorporate these suggestions into the updated Box Hill Structure Plan.
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